SECTIONAL
GARAGE DOORS

Unique offer in the market
A scope of possibilities
Express yourself

MORE THAN

200 RAL COLOURS

A WIDE VARIETY OF VENEERS
The offer by KRISPOL will satisfy even the most sophisticated tastes. It gives huge possibilities,
limited only by the imagination of the buyer. The garage door can perfectly match the windows,
roller blinders and entrance door. If you want to emphasize the individual character of your house,
use the proposed decoration details. Thanks to a wide range of colours of all our products, the
combined elements will perfectly suit the needs of the inhabitants and the unique style of the
building.
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KRISPOL GARAGE DOORS
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Virtual design studio
Virtual design studio is an exceptional
tool that facilitates the choice of a
perfect garage doors. Try different
designs, colours and accessories for
the doors while sitting comfortably in
the sofa. An extensive range of colours
and designs will help to adjust the door
to the style of your house and make it
look even prettier. We will produce the
garage door in your particularly chosen
configuration.

www.krispol.eu
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SECTIONAL DOORS

TAILOR-MADE PRODUCTS

A garage door is one of the most important elements of finishing the house.
It impacts both the look of the building itself and the comfort of the people
living there. The door should be functional, warm, safe and aesthetically fit
the facade.
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VENTE K2 RC
Narrow embossment is a popular design matching house of different styles. One
of the advantages of such embossment is a profitable ratio of price to high quality.

MORE THAN 200
RAL COLOURS
wide variety of
veneers
5 TEXTURES
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SLICK VENEER
SLICK RAL
STRUCTURAL PAINTING
WOODGRAIN DECORS
WOODGRAIN RAL

VENTE K2 RS
Wide embossment design will match both classical and modern houses. An
interesting alternative for narrow embossment.
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SLICK VENEER
SLICK RAL
STRUCTURAL PAINTING
WOODGRAIN RAL

VENTE K2 RF
A door without embossment looks smart and simple. It matches well different architectural solutions. The style of such door can be additionally enhanced by original decorative details.

MORE THAN 200
RAL COLOURS
wide variety of
veneers
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SECTIONAL DOORS

MORE THAN 200
RAL COLOURS

Krispol doors meet all these requirements. Sectional doors are most often
chosen. The way of opening the sectional door allows to maximially use the
space in the garage and in front of it.
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VENTE K2 RA
Panel embossment recommended to people who value charm and warmth of traditional or rustic-style houses. Two embossment options are offered – long and
short panels.

MORE THAN 200
RAL COLOURS
GOLDEN OAK,
WALNUT
2 TEXTURES
yy SLICK VENEER
yy WOODGRAIN RAL

VENTE K2 RM
V-profile is a design which gives doors a unique and modern look. An innovative form
ideally matches the newest architectural trends.
MORE THAN 200
RAL COLOURS
TEXTURE
V–PROFILE
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Rolling doors AND SIDE DOORS

wide variety of veneers

Rolling door is the constructional solution which allows to install the door
in the garages, where we want to have the maximum free space directly
under the ceiling in non-standard garages and utility rooms. The door opens
vertically upwards, and the curtain after rolling fits into the box inside or
outside the garage above the entrance.
Side garage doors, matching the main doors in colour and embossment
type allow to enter the garage without opening the main door. There is a
possibility of covering all door elements with a veneer and using matching
decorative elements for the facade to look well. Available in two versions:
single and double-leaf doors.
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VENTE RGZ

9 COLOURS

wide variety of
veneers

VENTE RGW

9 COLOURS

wide variety of
veneers

SINGLE AND DOUBLE
-LEAF DOOR
MORE THAN 200
RAL COLOURS

wide variety of
veneers
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FINE FINISHING

Final visual effect of the sectional garage doors is obtained by selecting
colour, veneer for the shell embossment, and the texture of the panels.
KRISPOL doors are available in six textures. To emphasize the individual
character of your house, use suggested decorative details of a high-quality
stainless steel. Decorative details of flat surface can be used in VENTE K2
RFS garage door and its look can match the decorative elements of the
house entrance doors.

DECORATIVE DETAILS

HANDLES AND GRIPS

TEXTURES
V–PROFILE

STRUCTURAL PAINTING

SLICK

WOODGRAIN

RAL COLOUR
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VENEER

RAL COLOUR

WOOD
DECORS

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

A garage is not only a place for parking a car. It sometimes serves as a room
that requires additional facilities and practical solutions. A perfect addition to
the garage door is the lateral door or built-in service door. It gives the possibility of entering the garage through a narrow threshold. The wheeled objects
can go through the door and there is no need to open the whole garage door.
You will also find a variety of additional items in our offer: glazed aluminium
sections or windows in different sizes and shapes providing more light into
the garage, ventilation grilles, bolts and locks. The gate can come with an
ergonomically shaped knob or handle on both sides.
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PRECIOUS HEAT

1

WARM
PANELS
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DOUBLE-LIP
SEALING

SEALING
IN PERIMETER
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KRISPOL sectional doors have one of the best thermo-insulation properties
in the market: U= 1,12 [W/m2K]*, and it is only U=0,9 [W/m²K]* for the warm
doors VENTE K2 RFS 60. The doors are made of panels 40 or 60 mm thick
and they are filled in with polyurethane foam and sealed along the whole
perimeter and between the sections. We have also added two ‘lips’ at the
bottom sealing between the panels and the ground. The shape of the upper
arch has been designed in such a way to optimally press the upper panel
of the door to the lintel. The warm door VENTE K2 RFS 60 is made of
thicker panels and is equipped with double sealing of the bottom panel,
intersectional panels and additional perimeter sealing which levels the
thermal bridges between the walls and the angle iron.
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SOLID CONSTRUCTION

No matter how good the garage door looks outside, it cannot be forgotten
that it must be a solid work. Thus, it is worth checking the interior look. The
door mechanism is equipped with solutions strengthening the construction,
facilitating the assembly in the garage, guaranteeing reliability and aesthetic
look from inside. Every door is equipped with central hinges, additionally
strengthening the construction. We offer 6 types of track systems, including
low SL that requires the lintel of only 8 cm. We are able to offer the solution
for almost every type of a garage. All metal elements are protected against
corrosion. We are one of the few producers in the market who paint the
lateral hardware inside the sectional door the colour fitting the panels
colour.

ANTI-CORROSION
GALVANIZED SURFACE

4

CENTRAL HINGES

5

PAINTED HARDWARE
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*concerns the door of the parameters 5000 x 2500
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COMFORTABLE SERVICE

HOME
AUTOMATION

EASY TO OPERATE

A comfortable garage door is easy to use, reliable and quiet. The comfort
of use is provided by reliable automatics. The mechanisms used in our
products are provided by the best and the most renowned producers. An
easy and non–problematic use is guaranteed and the door can be installed
in any ”intelligent home” system and with alarm installations. The rolls
with bearings are used in sectional doors. We have minimized the number
of connections in guiding rolls. Thanks to these solutions the doors work
quietly and smoothly. Each garage door produced by KRISPOL can be easily
opened with one hand irrespective of the door size. It is facilitated by two
torsion springs enabling the optimal door balance.
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SAFE USE EVERYDAY

We constantly enhance our products by implementing solutions increasing
user’s safety and protecting the mechanism work. Every sectional garage
door is equipped with an additional protection to stop the door from falling if
the spring breaks. The drive systems include the overload switch which lifts
the door of approximately 10 cm, if the obstacle is found. The automatic garage door can be equipped with a photocell, blocking the door from closing,
if the obstacle is found within its clearance. The rolls installed in all doors
can additionally be equipped with shields to protect fingers. Sectional door
panels have been designed to obtain a safe shape.

ROLLERS WITH BEARINGS
AND WITH SHIELD

PHOTOCELL

SAFE PANELS
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www.krispol.eu

Krispol Sp. z o.o. Psary Małe, ul. Budowlana 1, 62-300 Września,
tel. +48 61 662 41 00, fax +48 61 436 76 48, e-mail: biuro@krispol.pl
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This brochure serves advertising purposes. The images and drawings
of products are for demonstrative purposes and may differ from real
products.
Krispol Sp. z o.o. reserves the right to change its product offer at any
time. Any reference to graphic elements or descriptions presented
in this brochure for purposes related to sales of products is at the
responsibility of the seller and does not produce any legal effects to
Krispol Sp. z o.o.
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